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ABSTRACT

Medical studies have confirmed the causal relationship between autism and brain areas. Such relationship can effectively promote the early diagnosis and timely intervention of autism. However, existing experiment-driven methods discovering such relationships are costly while machine-learning-based methods are ineffective, because they do not fully utilize the domain knowledge. In this paper, we propose a reasoning-reuse method to construct a Brain Areas-Autism (BAA) ontology to support the domain knowledge discovery, i.e., discovering inherent relationships between autism and brain areas based on BAA ontology. In our method, domain experts first design the schema of the ontology. Then, we use NLP techniques to extract and fuse knowledge from scientific literatures. Rule-based reasoning is performed to expand the scale of ontology. Finally, the ontology is evaluated using the qualitative and quantitative analysis. This paper constructs the BAA ontology with 929 entities and 1129 relationships. Based on this ontology, 130 potential relationships between brain areas and autism were inferred by rule-based reasoning. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed reasoning-reuse method can effectively construct BAA ontology which supports intelligent and efficient knowledge discovery and exploration in domain research.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous emergence of big medical data and the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology, medical research has become more and more “intelligent.” As the core part of medical intelligence, ontology is the unified representation of domain concept system. Ontology facilitates the sharing and linking of medical information and effectively support intelligent applications. In recent years, ontologies of general medical fields, such as open biomedical ontology (OBO) [1], generalized architecture for languages, encyclopedias, and nomenclatures in medicine (OpenGALEN) [2], have promoted the utilization of medical knowledge.

In the field of brain area and autism, brain biological factors are one of the important causes of autism. Some studies [3–5] have confirmed the causal relationship between autism and structural and neurological abnormalities in some brain areas. Such relationship can effectively promote the early diagnosis and timely intervention of autism.

Existing clinical cohort research methods [5,6] discover the medical knowledge by domain experts and experimental study based on medical images. The experimental procedure of this method is complete, and the obtained research results are comparatively accurate. However, the number of brain areas is large, and relationships between concepts of brain areas and autism are complex. Therefore, it’s costly to apply clinical cohort research method to the domain of brain area and autism. Some recent studies [7,8] have used machine learning methods to discover new relationships from massive medical images. These methods improve the efficiency of new relationship discovery. However, machine learning models are usually “black box models,” i.e., the learning results are lack of interpretability. This compromises the accuracy and usefulness of knowledge discovery results. Therefore, it is necessary to construct a domain ontology to help revealing complex relationships and discovering new relationships between brain areas and autism.

In this paper, we study the problem of constructing medical ontology effectively and efficiently to organize medical knowledge and discover new knowledge. However, the construction of domain ontologies especially ontologies focusing on specific medical fields faces new challenges. The sheer scale of big medical data requires efficiency, while the inherent complexity of domain knowledge requires accuracy of ontology construction method. In addition, the authority and correctness of medical knowledge is crucial in the field of medicine. Manual ontology construction methods such as skeletal methodology [9] and TOVE [10] do not support the expansion and update of ontology and cannot scale up to big data. Automatic ontology construction methods such as the five-step cycle method [11,12] and cyclic acquisition process [13] have the problem of insufficient accuracy especially in the field of medicine.
which has a very complex concept system. Ontology construction methods used in medical domain such as the seven-step method [14] lack the necessary step of ontology evaluation.

In order to solve the above challenges, this paper proposes a construction method for medical ontology. Specifically, the main contributions of this research include the following aspects: (1) This paper proposes reasoning-reuse method to construct medical ontologies. Reasoning-reuse method first designs schema to ensure the accuracy of the ontology and then uses rule-based reasoning to expand the scale of ontology. This method also uses the evaluation feedback mechanism to iteratively refine the ontology. (2) We use the reasoning-reuse method to construct the brain areas–autism ontology (BAA ontology) for the first time. The ontology defines the concepts and relationships between brain neuroscience and autism, realizing the systematic and structural organization and representation of domain knowledge. A set of reasoning rules on the BAA ontology are designed based on the professional knowledge of medical literature. 130 potential relationships between brain areas and autism were inferred. These potential relationships give clues to the existing research and therefore improve the efficiency and effectiveness of discovering new relationships. (3) We use the quantitative and qualitative methods to evaluate the BAA ontology construction. Experimental results demonstrate that the BAA ontology presents richer domain knowledge than existing autism ontologies and can support the domain research.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Ontology Construction Methods

The skeletal methodology [9] describes the guidelines and basic processes of ontology construction, including three steps of determining the purpose and scope, constructing the ontology and evaluation. TOVE [10] creates the informal description of the ontology first, and then transforms the description into a formal knowledge logic model and evaluates the integrity of the ontology. The seven-step method [14] is a practical ontology construction method proposed for the medical field. Its construction process includes determining the field and scope, reusing existing ontology, listing important terminologies and defining class, hierarchy, attributes, and instances. However, the above methods do not consider the self-expansion and evolution of the ontology. The five-step cycle method [11,12] is an ontology construction method used for semantic web ontology learning. It includes ontology reusing, extracting, pruning, refinement, and application. These 5 steps can be repeated to achieve the update of the ontology. Cyclic acquisition process [13] is a method to obtain domain ontology directly from text through concept and relationship learning. It includes 5 steps of selecting data source, concept learning, field focusing, relationship learning, and evaluation. The five-step cycle method and the cyclic acquisition can realize the self-expansion of the ontology, but they have the problem of insufficient accuracy during the construction process because of the lack of schema. The comparison of these methods with our work is shown in Table 1.

Our previous reasoning-reuse method [15] preliminarily proposed the idea of dynamically constructing the ontology by reusing knowledge reasoning results. This article has made big improvements in the human–computer interaction process and tools and realized the larger medical ontology construction and richer knowledge discovery results.

2.2. Medical Ontology

Recently, medical ontologies have been constructed to represent and organize the knowledge in different medical fields. Mcaray et al. [16] constructed the ontology of autism spectrum disorder phenotype. They grouped and clustered the items assessed of 24 instruments used to screen or diagnostic autism and summarized 283 concepts related to autism phenotype. This ontology can provide access and inquiry to specific phenotypic data for autism. Kostyuk et al. [17] manually labelled 274 abstracts by experts to identify 30 kinds of terminologies on language disorder that appear in the autism medical literature. They subsequently organized these terminologies as the ontology of language impairment in autism. However, the existing autism ontologies are small in number and scale and lack of autism knowledge associated with the brain area.

In terms of open biomedical field, the Unified Medical Language System [18] established a large-scale medical terminology system covering various medical disciplines such as clinical medicine, basic medicine, pharmacy, biology, medical management, etc. This system has played a significant role in regulating medical terminology and medical classification, but it does not involve medical facts. The OBO [1] integrates data generated in biomedical research for ease of use, including Gene Ontology, Sequence Ontology, and so on. The Generalized Architecture for Languages, Encyclopedias and Nomenclatures in Medicine (OPENGALEN) [2] integrated diverse clinical medical knowledge, such as human anatomy, pathophysiology, surgery, disease, and pharmacy [19]. The ontology of basic theory knowledge in TCM [20] sorted out the knowledge of TCM cognition method, TCM physiology, TCM pathology, syndrome differentiation, and so on. The Hepatitis Ontology [21] contained 55 concepts, 39 attributes, and realized the information retrieval of liver disease. The ontology for assessing health information needed during pregnancy [22] collected terms from social media data and the categories in the literature on pregnancy information. The developed ontology included 241 classes and 788 synonyms. During the COVID-19 pandemic, COVID-19 Surveillance Ontology [23] was developed to support surveillance of COVID-19 in primary care settings. The classes of entities include terms for classifying means of exposure, methods of testing and diagnosis, and subsequent courses of action such as isolation and contact tracing.

2.3. Knowledge Reasoning Based on Ontology

Knowledge reasoning based on ontology is an important way to discover implicit knowledge. Sesen et al. [24] built reasoning rules based on the EU’s established drug manufacturing standards and applied them to their previously constructed pharmaceutical ontology, significantly reducing compliance time in the pharmaceutical process and reducing pharmaceutical costs. Kafali et al. [25] constructed an ontology reasoning component based on existing ontology, which integrated patient information from different sources into a same diabetes platform to support the diagnosis and management of diabetes mellitus. Arndt et al. [26] built an intelligent
nurse call system through rules-based reasoning. Liu et al. [27] built a database of diabetes diagnosis rules with 28 reasoning rules based on the diabetes ontology they previously established. They discovered potential knowledge in the field of diabetes using semantic reasoning, and achieved the support for diabetes screening, diagnosis, drug recommendation and referral services. Yang et al. [28] built an ontology-based reasoning system for municipal solid waste risk response. They used the reasoning ability of Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) to construct a system of rule reasoning for risk transformation.

3. REASONING-REUSE METHOD FOR ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION

Since medicine is a highly specialized and complex subject, in reasoning-reuse method, we built domain ontology in a top-down manner.

Because of the complication and profession of medical knowledge, extracting concepts and relationships directly from the data source will lead to an inaccurate ontology. Therefore, the reasoning-reuse method takes schema design as the first step to provide key concepts of the ontology and guide the subsequent data acquisition and instance extraction. Different from existing ontology construction methods, our method uses rule-based reasoning to discover the implicit relationships between concepts, so that the self-expansion and dynamic update of the ontology can be achieved. Finally, the quantitative evaluation is used to inspect the classes with insufficient relationships or instances in the entire ontology. The discovered implicit relationships and the evaluation results are reused and feedback to guide the improvement of the ontology. The framework of reasoning-reuse method is shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Schema Design

The schema design is divided into two steps:

We choose the Web Ontology Language (OWL) to formalize the schema of BAA ontology.

For example, the following defines the Cerebrum, which is a subclass of Brain Area.

(i) Conceptualization

Conceptualization is a process by which experts identify important concepts and relationships of the field knowledge. This process ensures that the subsequent ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Schema Design</th>
<th>Self-expansion</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning-reuse (our work)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeletal methodology</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOVE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven-step</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-step cycle</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclic acquisition</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• **Brain Area**: A hierarchical structure formed by dividing the human brain according to specific classification criteria.

• **Brain Abnormality**: Activation abnormality and functional connectivity abnormality that occur in the human brain.

• **ASD Symptom**: Symptoms and characterization of autistic patients, classified according to the autism symptoms description of international standard autism screening and diagnosis tools.

(ii) Formalization

After the conceptualization of domain knowledge, we should choose a proper ontology language to formalize the schema.

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Cerebrum">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Brain_Area"/>
</owl:Class>
```

After the formalization of the concepts, the relationships between concepts need to be formalized as well.

The following defines the relationship “relatedTo,” which indicates the relationship between Brain Area and ASD Symptom. The domain of this relationship is the Brain Area. The range of this relationship is the ASD Symptom.

```
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="relatedTo">
  <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Brain_Area"/>
  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ASD_Symptom"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
```

Through the above method, the concepts and relationships are formalized. The schema of BAA ontology is organized into a machine-readable form. In the process of formalizing with OWL, concepts and relationships are defined separately, which makes it easy for anyone to define a relationship at any time and assign it to a concept. OWL ensures the flexibility and scalability of formalization.

### 3.2. Data Initialization

After the step of schema design, we collect and process the required data according to the schema. The purpose of data initialization is to obtain plenty of medical sources required for ontology construction from multi-source heterogeneous data, and then transform them as forms available to the ontology. The step of data initialization includes the selection of the data source and the pre-processing of the data.

#### 3.2.1. Data source selection

The selection of the data source is to determine which medical data sources are required. The amount of medical data that can be used to build ontology is large and varied. Due to the limited availability of structured data sources in the field of medicine, most domain knowledge is contained in a large amount of unstructured medical literature. As shown in Table 2, we select the following data source to construct the BAA ontology.

In terms of the concepts of brain area, this study utilized Netter’s Atlas of Neuroscience [29] and Anatomical Automatic Labeling (AAL) [30] to comprehensively and systematically represent the conceptual hierarchy of brain areas. In terms of the concepts of autism symptoms, this study selected the autism symptom terminologies in the existing autism spectrum disorder phenotype ontology [16], which are derived from the description of autism symptoms in 24 internationally recognized standardized autism screening and diagnostic instruments after classification and integration. In terms of the relationships between brain areas and autism symptoms, this study used the lexicon containing brain area names as the search keywords, and then retrieved articles which contain the keywords of autism and one or several of these brain area names. We crawled 6506 medical articles from the large-scale biomedical literature database (PubMed). These articles contain the knowledge of relationships between brain areas and autism found so far. We extract knowledge, i.e., concepts and their relationships, from these unstructured literature as the basis for BAA ontology construction.

#### 3.2.2. Data preprocessing

As shown in the Table 2, most selected data source is unstructured literature. These unstructured data cannot be used to construct the BAA ontology directly. These unstructured literature in pdf format need to be preprocessed. Data preprocessing refers to some processing of the medical data before the ontology construction.
3.3. Instance Construction

According to the schema in the 3.1, we recognize and extract the entities and relationships from the preprocessed medical literature data in 3.2. We use three dictionaries (brain areas, brain abnormalities, and ASD symptoms) that contains a large number of keywords and synonyms of concepts. Firstly, we use the brain areas dictionary and ASD symptoms dictionary to match sentences in the data source. Sentences containing both a brain area keyword and an ASD symptom keyword were matched. Then, we use the brain abnormalities dictionary to match these sentences again. The matched sentences are considered to be very likely to contain knowledge of the relationships between brain areas and autism. Finally, the manually reviewed relationships are added to the ontology. In this step, we convert the knowledge in the medical literature into concepts and the relationships between them in the ontology.

We adopted the idea of human–computer interaction to construct our BAA ontology. To meet the requirement of both high quality and low cost, we proposed a human–computer interaction instance construction mechanism. According to the schema of ontology, we used machine learning models to automatically extract the knowledge from a large number of unstructured texts. The experts were invited to verify and label the extracted knowledge. The eligible knowledge will be added to the BAA ontology. In this way, we could make maximum use of the medical big data, while ensuring the quality of the BAA ontology so that it can meet the accuracy requirements of the medical field.

As shown in Figure 3, instance construction consists of four steps:

(i) Entity extraction. In this step, we used BiLSTM+CRF to extract brain areas and autism symptom in medical literature associated with autism [31]. (Please find more details in http s://github.com/HaoshuiXu/BrainArea-Autism-Ontology)

(ii) Relation extraction. In this step, we used attention-based BiLSTM to extract relationship and generate RDF output [32].

(iii) Entity fusion and disambiguation. In this step, we removed the duplicate entities and relationships through graph embedding.

(iv) Manual review. In this step, those entities and relationships which have high confidence score or approved by experts could be added to the BAA ontology.

Through the above process, we extracted 929 entities and 1129 relationships from 6506 medical literatures and added them to the BAA ontology. The results of BAA ontology construction are shown in Table 3.

An example of entities and relationships in BAA ontology is shown in Figure 4. The entity frontal lobe is an instance of Cerebrum in the schema. According to the knowledge in the medical literature, we extracted 7 types of relationship about this entity. The frontal lobe generates reduced activation and causes the social cognition symptom of ASD. The frontal lobe is functionally connected with the anterior temporal cortices. This kind of connectivity abnormality caused the learning difficulties symptom of ASD. In this way, we realized the representation and organization of the knowledge in brain areas and autism field.

3.4. Ontology Expansion

The step of ontology expansion is an important part of implementing ontology self-expansion and dynamic update. We use rule-based reasoning to discover the implicit relationships between concepts.

In the step of rule-based reasoning, we generated two basic reasoning rules based on domain knowledge, including Relevance Transfer Rule and Loop Derivation Rule. We use description logics to define them:

Relevance Transfer Rule:

\[ \exists \text{connectWith} (\text{BrainArea}(x), \text{BrainArea}(y)) \]
\[ \cap \text{relateTo} (\text{BrainArea}(y), \text{Symptom}(s)) \]
\[ \Rightarrow \text{relateTo} (\text{BrainArea}(x), \text{Symptom}(s)) \]

(1) \text{BrainArea}(x) \text{ means } x \text{ is an individual of Brain Area. Symptom}(s) \text{ means } s \text{ is an individual of Symptom.}

(2) \text{connectWith}(x,y) \text{ means } x \text{ has functional connectivity with } y.

(3) \text{relateTo}(x,y) \text{ means } x \text{ is relate to } y.

As shown in Figure 5, Relevance Transfer Rule means if there are two brain areas \( x \) and \( y \) which have functional connectivity with each
Table 3 | The BAA ontology construction results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entities</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>Brain area—brain abnormality (generate)</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain area</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>Brain abnormality—ASD symptom (cause)</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain abnormality</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Brain area—ASD symptom (related to)</td>
<td>753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASD symptom</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Functionally connected with</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 | An example of statements in the brain areas-autism (BAA) ontology that represent entities and relationships.

other and x is related to an autism symptom, then y is related to the same autism symptom as well.

Loop Derivation Rule:

∃ conncetWith (BrainArea(x), BrainArea(y))
\( \sqcap \) relateTo (BrainArea(x), Symptom(s))
\( \sqcap \) relateTo (BrainArea(y), Symptom(s))
\( \Rightarrow \) connection Abnormality (BrainArea(x), BrainArea(y))

\((x, y)\) means \(x\) has functional connectivity abnormality with \(y\).

As shown in Figure 5, Loop Derivation Rule means if two brain areas which have functional connectivity with each other are relate to the same autism symptom, they have functional connectivity abnormality with each other.

Due to the characteristics of the rule-based reasoning, the basis of reasoning was presented at the same time, which guaranteed the interpretability of reasoning conclusions, and ensured the accuracy and reliability of the reasoning results.

These knowledge discovery results were added to the ontology. Such self-expansion further improved the quality and completeness of the ontology.

3.5. Ontology Evaluation

We used the quantitative evaluation method to estimate the rationality of the BAA ontology schema and instances. Firstly, the comparison of the evaluation results of the BAA ontology and other existing autism ontologies can help us verify the advantages of using reasoning-reuse method to build the medical ontology. Secondly, the comparison of the evaluation results of each class within the BAA ontology allowed us to find the classes with insufficient relationships or instances. These evaluation results will tell us which classes should be focused and which relationships and instances
Table 4 | The quantitative evaluation indexes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Index</th>
<th>Evaluation Index</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relationship richness</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>( \frac{</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute richness</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>( \frac{</td>
<td>att</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance relationship richness</td>
<td>IRS</td>
<td>( \sum_{C_i \in C}</td>
<td>H^C (C_1, C_i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instance index</td>
<td>Average population</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>( \frac{</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We chose 4 indexes of the quantitative index evaluation framework OntoQA [33] to evaluate the BAA ontology constructed by the reasoning–reuse method. These 4 indexes can quantitatively evaluate the rationality of ontology schema and instances and the ability to organize and represent medical knowledge. The specific evaluation indexes are shown in Table 4.

Firstly, we compared BAA ontology with other two existing autism ontologies—the autism spectrum disorder phenotype ontology [16] and the ontology of language impairment in autism [17]. As shown in Table 5:

(i) Compared with the other two existing autism ontologies, the BAA ontology has the highest relationship richness and attribute richness. This indicates that the BAA ontology contains more information about relationships and attributes of concepts.

(ii) The BAA ontology has the lowest inheritance relationship richness among all three ontologies.

(iii) The BAA ontology has abundant instances. In summary, BAA ontology constructed by the reasoning–reuse method can represent the complex concepts and relationships in the medical field.

Secondly, as shown in Table 6, we compared the evaluation results of each class within the BAA ontology. We found that the vertical characteristic of the knowledge, the attributes and the instances were concentrated in the brain area. According to the feedback of these evaluation results, we should extract more attributes and instances of brain abnormality and ASD Symptom in the next iteration of the BAA ontology construction.

4. EXPERIMENT

We conducted the knowledge reasoning experiment to realize the domain knowledge discovery based on the BAA ontology. We realized two aspects of domain knowledge discovery: (i) the implicit relationships between brain area and ASD symptom and (ii) the probable functional connectivity abnormality between brain areas. We also used the ontology visualization to support domain knowledge exploration and reasoning. Finally, we designed a questionnaire evaluation experiment and invited the experts to evaluate the performance of the BAA ontology in knowledge discovery.

4.1. Knowledge Discovery Based on the BAA Ontology Reasoning

We used the rule-based reasoning to discover the potential relationships between brain areas and autism. 130 potential relationships between brain areas and autism were inferred, in which 20 results are implicit relationships between brain area and ASD symptom and 110 results are probable functional connectivity abnormalities between brain areas. These knowledge discovery results can be used for both self-expansion of ontology scale and helping medical researchers to discover new research points.
Table 5 | The comparison of the evaluation results of the BAA ontology and other existing autism ontologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relationship richness</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute richness</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance relationship</td>
<td>2.024</td>
<td>3.623</td>
<td>5.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average population</td>
<td>84.45</td>
<td>No instance</td>
<td>No instance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 | The comparison of the evaluation results of each class within the BAA ontology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Index</th>
<th>Brain Area</th>
<th>Brain Abnormality</th>
<th>ASD Symptom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relationship richness</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute richness</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance relationship</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average population</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>48.05</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.1. Discovery of relationships between brain area and ASD symptom

We find 10 relationships between brain area functional connectivity abnormality and ASD symptom based on unstructured medical literatures. Through the rule-based reasoning experiments, we inferred 20 brain areas potentially associated with autism. The experiment results of domain knowledge discovery of relationships between brain area and ASD symptom are shown in Table 7. In the Table 7, the format of existing relationships in the BAA ontology is (x-y)-s, which means the brain areas x and y are functionally connected and associated with the ASD symptom s. The format of implicit relationships inferred by Reasoning is x-s, which means the brain area x is related to the ASD symptom s.

We use the case experiment to verify the usefulness of domain knowledge discovery.

According to the reasoning rule Relevance Transfer Rule in Section 3.4, if the brain areas–extrastriate cortex and superior temporal sulcus are functionally connected and associated with autism, extrastriate cortex can be inferred to be potentially associated with autism. Superior temporal sulcus can be inferred to be potentially associated with autism as well (as shown in the Table 7). In order to verify the usefulness of the reasoning result, we used the “((extrastriate cortex [Title/Abstract]) AND superior temporal sulcus [Title/Abstract]) AND autism [Title/Abstract]” as the search strategy. The strategy retrieves the earliest publication dates of study on the functional connectivity of extrastriate cortex and superior temporal sulcus and autism. Similarly, we used the “((extrastriate cortex [Title/Abstract]) AND autism [Title/Abstract])” AND “(superior temporal sulcus [Title/Abstract]) AND autism [Title/Abstract]” to retrieve the earliest publication dates of study on the relationships between extrastriate cortex and autism, superior temporal sulcus and autism respectively. The results obtained after the search are shown in Table 7. The earliest document that proves extrastriate cortex and superior temporal sulcus are functionally connected and associated with autism was published in 2002 [34]. The earliest study of the correlation between the extrastriate cortex and autism was published in 2004 [35]. The earliest study of the relationship between the superior temporal sulcus and autism was published in 2006 [36].

We found that 90% of the verification results (the green items in Figure 7) meet the regularity: in the research on the correlation between brain areas and autism, most of studies have earlier found that brain functional connectivity between the two brain areas is related to autism, and later found that one of the brain areas is associated with autism.

We further found that among all the experiment results of domain knowledge discovery of relationships between Brain Area and ASD Symptom (Table 7), there are 4 implicit relationships (2',3',3") and (10',11') that have not been confirmed by clinical studies. However, as shown in Figure 7, the earliest study publication dates of other relationships corresponding to these 4 relationships (2",3","3",10') all meet the regularity discussed in the previous paragraph. Therefore, these four implicit relationships can be provided to clinical researchers as the future research direction.

In summary, the proposed domain knowledge discovery based on rule-based reasoning can guide existing research directions on brain area and autism and help discover new relationships.

4.1.2. Discovery of functional connectivity abnormality between brain areas

We conducted experiments and gained 110 pairs of brain functional connectivity potentially associated with the ASD symptoms. The results of the top 20 pairs which have functional connectivity abnormality are shown in Table 8.
Figure 7: The verification experiment of domain knowledge discovery results.

Table 7: The experiment results of domain knowledge discovery of relationships between brain area and ASD symptom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Relationships in the BAA Ontology</th>
<th>Implicit Relationships Inferred by Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (extrastriate cortex – superior temporal sulcus)-visual information [34]</td>
<td>1' extrastriate cortex-visual information [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (temporal-parietal occipital junction)-cognitive deficits [37]</td>
<td>2' temporal-cognitive deficits [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (hippocampal temporal-parietal junction)-schizophrenic syndrome [39]</td>
<td>3' hippocampal temporal-schizophrenic syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (amygdala-ventromedial prefrontal cortex)-habituation [40]</td>
<td>4' amygdala-habituation [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (prefrontal cortex-the amygdala)-depression [43]</td>
<td>5' prefrontal cortex-depression [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (medial temporal-prefrontal areas)-schizophrenia [46]</td>
<td>6' prefrontal areas-schizophrenia [48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (cortico-basal ganglia circuit dysfunction)-depression [49]</td>
<td>7' basal ganglia circuit dysfunction-depression [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (frontal-anterior temporal cortices)-learning difficulties [52]</td>
<td>8' frontal-learning difficulties [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (striatal-thalamic circuit)-Bipolar disorder [55]</td>
<td>9' striatal-Bipolar disorder [56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (striatal regions-cingulate cortex)-Bipolar disorder [58]</td>
<td>10' thalamic circuit-Bipolar disorder [57]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Knowledge Exploration Based on the BAA Ontology Visualization

The scale of knowledge about brain area and autism is very large. For constructing BAA ontology, we extracted more than 9,000 medical literature and the number of entities and relationships of BAA ontology is up to more than 2,000. It can be assumed that human perception is not enough to deal with this number of information. In order to make better use of the large amount of information in our ontology for medical researcher, we also designed an ontology visualization system to assist medical research of autism.

In our system, we presented all the knowledge of our ontology in structure of graph. The nodes of the graphs represent concepts of brain-area and autism, and the edges of graphs represent the relationship inside the brain area and autism, and between brain area and autism symptoms. The edges inside brain area have attributes that reflect information about whether the brain functional connectivity is abnormal or not. Users can click graph or query information through inputting text to see the relationship between brain area and autism and can also add nodes and edges in real time to explore or verify possible relationship between brain area and autism. As shown in figure 8, we used this visualization way to help medical
researchers more fully utilize information of brain area and autism in our ontology and avoid them getting lost in their exploration.

Besides, our system also has two main features:

(i) Semi-automated knowledge reasoning
   As a complement to our ontology expansion, we also provided a semi-automated way to perform knowledge reasoning. As shown in Figure 9, this is a crowdsourced, rule-based visualization of knowledge reasoning. We have built into the visualization system an engine for knowledge inference and two concept-level inference rules: Relevance Transfer Rule and Loop Derivation Rule, which are mentioned in the paper. We provided an interface for the user to add instance-level inference rules and made them able to get the results of the inference from that rule in real time. For inference rules whose results are valuable, users can choose to save them in the system. Other users can invoke this rule to reproduce the results. We accumulated inference rules through this crowdsourcing approach and realized knowledge communication.

(ii) Knowledge Linking
   We proposed this feature to help medical researchers validate knowledge they discover or product. We correlated some critical conceptions and relationships of brain area and autism in our ontology with links to their scientific literature and display them in the appropriate places in our visualization system. In this way, we made it possible for users to view the sources of knowledge at any time and validate the knowledge they discover or product, thus helping the medical study of autism.

### 4.3. Questionnaire Evaluation

We designed a qualitative evaluation experiment and invited experts to assess the performance of BAA ontology in knowledge discovery.

(i) Questionnaire Design
   We designed a questionnaire covering 6 assessment factors of knowledge discovery and 3 assessment factors of user experience during the evaluation experiment. For each factor, the experts would be asked to describe their opinions with very low, low, medium, high, or very high. The questionnaire for knowledge discovery evaluation is shown in Table 9.

(ii) Evaluation Process
   We invited 7 medical experts to accomplish the questionnaires. These experts had not been involved in the development of any of the BAA ontology.

   We provided the experts participating in the evaluation with the BAA ontology visualization website and necessary instructions and guidance documents. These instructions explain in detail the basic functions and usage methods of the BAA ontology visualization website.

(iii) Evaluation Results
   The results of knowledge discovery evaluation are shown as a diverging stacked bar chart in Figure 10. The chart presents...
Table 9 | The questionnaire for knowledge discovery evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Type (Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Discovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit knowledge richness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential knowledge richness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit knowledge accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential knowledge accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit knowledge usefulness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential knowledge usefulness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understandability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage Willingness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 9](image1.png)

Figure 9 | An example of semi-automated knowledge reasoning about related To relation.

Figure 10 | The results of knowledge discovery evaluation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a semi-automatic ontology construction method (reasoning-reuse method) to construct medical ontologies reliably. Using the reasoning-reuse method, we constructed the brain areas–autism ontology (BAA ontology) which contains 929 entities and 1129 relationships. Based on BAA ontology, we used rule-based reasoning to infer 130 potential relationships between brain areas and autism. Finally, we used the quantitative and qualitative methods to evaluate the BAA ontology construction results. Experimental results demonstrate that the BAA ontology presents...
richer domain knowledge than existing autism ontologies and can support the autism research in big data era.

In the future, we will continue to (i) improve our design of BAA ontology schema according to our ontology evaluation, in order to accommodate more knowledge of brain area and autism; (ii) discover more relations and rules between brain area and autism through our reasoning based on rules, in order to improve the efficiency of medical research; (iii) improve BAA ontology visualization system and increase more literature of knowledge linking, in order to help medical researcher verify knowledge they get from BAA ontology.
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